The anatomical and functional architecture of the human brain is mainly determined by prenatal transcriptional processes. We describe an anatomically comprehensive atlas of the mid-gestational human brain, including de novo reference atlases, in situ hybridization, ultra-high-resolution magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and microarray analysis on highly discrete laser-microdissected brain regions. In developing cerebral cortex, transcriptional differences are found between different proliferative and post-mitotic layers, wherein laminar signatures reflect cellular composition and developmental processes. Cytoarchitectural differences between human and mouse have molecular correlates, including species differences in gene expression in subplate, although surprisingly we find minimal differences between the inner and outer subventricular zones even though the outer zone is expanded in humans. Both germinal and post-mitotic cortical layers exhibit fronto-temporal gradients, with particular enrichment in the frontal lobe. Finally, many neurodevelopmental disorder and human-evolution-related genes show patterned expression, potentially underlying unique features of human cortical formation. These data provide a rich, freely-accessible resource for understanding human brain development.
The human brain develops following a complex, highly stereotyped series of histogenic events that depend on regulated differential gene expression, and acquired or inherited disruption can lead to devastating consequences. Mainly due to limitations in access to human prenatal tissue, most developmental studies are performed in mouse or non-human primates (however, see refs [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . Yet significant species differences exist, necessitating the study of human brain. For example, the human neocortex has undergone massive evolutionary expansion, particularly in superficial layers, probably due to differences in rates of progenitor pool expansion during neurogenesis compared to other species 6 . A secondary progenitor zone, the subventricular zone (SZ) is present in all mammals, but is split into an outer and inner region in primates 7 . The transient subplate zone (SP) is greatly expanded in human 8 , as is the subpial granular zone (SG), a transient compartment at the pial surface composed primarily of tangentially migrating neurons 9 . Furthermore, there is evidence for species differences in the developmental origin of cortical GABAergic interneurons. In mouse, nearly all originate from the striatal ganglionic eminences (GEs) of the ventral telencephalon 10 ; however, the origin of human cortical interneurons remains controversial 7, [11] [12] [13] [14] . Finally, understanding the emergence of cortical specialization for language can only be studied in humans.
Recent studies have begun to analyse the developing brain and neocortical transcriptome. Profiling of mid-gestational human brain 3, 5 identified many genes differentially expressed between major regions, including genes associated with human-accelerated conserved noncoding sequences (haCNSs) 15 . Gene expression also varies between cell populations, and more detailed analysis of layers of fetal mouse neocortex found .2,500 genes differentially expressed between ventricular zone (VZ), subventricular zone, intermediate zone (IZ), and cortical plate (CP) 16 . Species differences in distinct fetal transient zones, including the subventricular zone 2 , subplate zone 17, 18 , cortical plate 6 , and subpial granular zone 9 , have also been described.
The goal of the current project was to create resources for studying prenatal human brain development and the early roots of neurodevelopmental and psychiatric disorders 19 . These include anatomical reference atlases similar to those for model organisms [20] [21] [22] , and an anatomically comprehensive, detailed transcriptional profiling of normal mid-gestational brain modelled on atlases of adult mouse and human brain 23, 24 and using methods for selective analysis of discrete structural nuclei and layers 25 . These data are freely accessible as part of the BrainSpan Atlas of the Developing Human Brain (http://brainspan.org) via the Allen Brain Atlas data portal (http://www.brain-map.org).
Transcriptome analysis of prenatal brain
Four intact high-quality mid-gestational brains, two from 15 and 16 post-conceptual weeks (pcw) and two from 21 pcw ( Supplementary  Table 1 ), were used to create detailed de novo reference atlases and transcriptome data sets (Fig. 1 ). The entire left hemisphere of each specimen was coronally, serially cryosectioned onto polyethylene naphthalate (PEN) membrane slides for laser microdissection (LMD), with interleaved slides for histological staining (Nissl, acetylcholinesterase (AChE), and in situ hybridization for GAP43) for detailed structure identification. Approximately 300 anatomical regions per specimen were isolated for RNA isolation, amplification and microarray analysis on custom 64K Agilent microarrays 23 (Fig. 1d , Supplementary Table 2 and Extended Data Fig. 1 ). For one 15 pcw and one 21 pcw specimen, the right hemisphere was processed similarly but used for in situ hybridization ( Fig. 1b ) and Nissl staining. These data were anatomically delineated to make digital reference atlases ( Fig. 1a ), which allow the representation of transcriptome data in native anatomical coordinates. Figure 1e illustrates the specificity of anatomical sampling using this representation. For example, the folate receptor FOLR1 is selectively expressed in the ventricular zone and ganglionic eminences. Sufficient folate intake is essential for normal neuronal development 26 , and mutations in FOLR1 cause severe neurological sequelae due to cerebral folate transport deficiency. Similarly, two genes associated with abnormal cortical development in holoprosencephaly, TGIF1 and SIX3 (ref. 27) , are also enriched in cortical germinal zones. Finally, structural magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and diffusion weighted MRI (DWI) data from 3 approximately age-matched brains ( Fig. 1c and Extended Data Fig. 2 ), as well as reconstruction of fetal white matter tracts for three additional brains (Extended Data Fig. 3 and see ref. 28) , are included for anatomical reference in the online resource.
Laminar transcriptional patterning
We assayed ,25 areas of the developing neocortex, delineating nine layers per area (here referring to fetal mitotic and post-mitotic zones and not layers 1-6 of mature neocortex) 29 : Subpial granular zone, marginal zone (MZ), outer and inner cortical plate (CPo; CPi), subplate zone, intermediate zone (or inner subplate), outer and inner subventricular zone (SZo; SZi), and ventricular zone ( Fig. 2a ). Approximately 95% of RefSeq genes are expressed in developing neocortex, compared with 84% identified using these arrays in adult 23 . Different layers show robust and unique molecular signatures, and samples group by layer using hierarchical clustering (using differential genes from ANOVA, P , 10 229 ) at both time points ( Fig. 2b ). Samples also cluster with multidimensional scaling, where dimension one separates samples by layer, with germinal zones (VZ, SZi, SZo) distinct from layers containing primarily post-mitotic cells, and dimension two roughly reflects rostrocaudal position (Fig. 2c ).
To identify laminar signatures at 21 pcw, we correlated each gene with a binary vector (1 in tested layer versus 0 elsewhere), which identified ,2,000 layer-enriched genes with R . 0.5 in both brains (Supplementary Table 3 ). Each layer included genes with high laminar specificity ( Fig. 2d ), although the SZi profiles tended to overlap with the neighbouring SZo and ventricular zone. In situ hybridization validated the specificity of layer enriched genes ( Fig. 2e ). For example, the Cajal-Retzius cell marker CALB2 (ref. 30 ) showed enrichment in the marginal zone and subpial granular zone as expected. The cortical progenitor markers TBR2 and PAX6 are enriched in germinal layers as in mouse, although Pax6 in mouse is restricted to the ventricular zone, whereas it is also highly expressed in the human subventricular zone 31 . Ventricular-zonerestricted GFAP expression probably marks radial glia (RG) 32 . Finally, expression of ZIC1, associated with Dandy-Walker congenital brain malformation 33 , was restricted to the pia mater overlying the cortex, therefore indicating that subpial granular zone samples captured pial cells in addition to granule cells. However, whereas mouse Zic1 is expressed by virtually all Cajal-Retzius neurons 34 , our results indicate that this is not true in human as ZIC1 and CALB2 expression do not overlap in the marginal zone (Figs 1b and 2e ). and corresponding annotated reference atlas (left) plate, colour coded by structure. b, In situ hybridization for RELN showing expression in Cajal-Retzius cells at low (left) and high (right) magnification in marginal zone. c, High resolution MRI and tract DWI of fixed ex cranio brain. d, Experimental strategy for systematic histology, anatomical delineation and LMD-based isolation of discrete anatomical structures for microarray analysis. Nissl, acetylcholinesterase (AChE) and GAP43 in situ hybridization were used to identify structures. e, Quantitative representation of microarray data for FOLR1, TGIF1 and SIX3. GE, ganglionic eminence. See Supplementary Table 2 for other anatomical abbreviations.
These laminar expression patterns mirror cellular composition and developmental processes, shown by enrichment analysis (Fig. 2d , Supplementary Table 4 and Methods). SZo-enriched categories primarily related to cell division and contained many astrocytic markers probably expressed in outer radial glia (ORG) 7 . Functional ontology of postmitotic layers reflected developmental maturity. Subplate, which contains the earliest-generated neurons, showed enrichment for mature neuronal markers and synaptic transmission, reflecting early thalamic 
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afferent input by mid-gestation 35 . The next oldest neurons in CPi are additionally enriched for genes involved in forming connections, whereas the youngest neurons in CPo are primarily enriched for terms related to metabolism rather than mature neuronal function.
Gene networks discriminate fetal cell types
To identify principal features of the developing cortical transcriptome, we performed weighted gene co-expression network analysis (WGCNA) 36 on all 526 neocortical samples, and identified 42 modules of co-expressed genes ( Fig. 3a , Supplementary Tables 5 and 6 and Supplementary Methods). WGCNA clusters genes with similar expression patterns in an unbiased manner, allowing a biological interpretation of transcriptional patterns (layer, cell type, biological process, disease and so on) 23, [36] [37] [38] . Here, most gene clusters ('modules') corresponded to layers and/or changes with age, (Fig. 3a, b and Extended Data Fig. 4 ) whereas areal patterning appeared to be a more subtle transcriptional feature. For example, module C16 is enriched in subplate ( Fig. 3b , lower right), and shows hallmarks of mature neuronal function. Module C38 contains genes enriched in germinal layers, and also decreased expression with age ( Fig. 3b , upper left). This module has a large signature of glia and cell division, suggesting that these genes reflect decreasing progenitor cell division. Conversely, module C22 is enriched in newly generated post-mitotic neurons of the cortical plate, and increases with age ( Fig. 3b , lower left). Importantly, given the small sample size, this temporal patterning in C38 and C22 is corroborated by RNA-seq data from a larger time series of cortical development contained in the BrainSpan resource (Extended Data Fig. 5 ). Genes in module C22 significantly overlap with genes showing altered expression in postnatal human brains of patients affected by autism 38 . This suggests involvement of autism risk factors in early development of excitatory cortical neurons, consistent with other recent studies 39, 40 .
Finally, we identified a module (C31) with particular enrichment in subpial granular zone and ventricular zone ( Fig. 3b , upper right), containing many interneuron-associated genes (Fig. 3c ). DLX1 and DLX2, homeobox transcription factors essential for interneuron migration and survival 10 , were central ('hub') genes therein. There is controversy regarding the origin of cortical interneurons in primates. The argument has been made that a substantial proportion of interneurons are generated locally in the ventricular zone 12, 13 . However, several recent studies have shown strong evidence that, as with rodents, primate interneurons are generated extracortically in the ganglionic eminences 11, 14 . To address this issue, we generated a new network using neocortical as well as ganglionic eminences samples, and examined the distribution of C31 genes therein. Most genes were assigned to a module showing common enrichment in both the ganglionic eminences and the ventricular zone (Extended Data Fig. 6 ). Although this finding does not resolve the origin of cortical interneurons, it shows that transcriptional programs associated with these cells in both structures are highly similar.
Germinal layers contain various cortical progenitors including radial glia in the ventricular zone, intermediate progenitors (IP) in the SZi, and ORG in the SZo (reviewed in ref. 41) , and these radial glia may be quite diverse 42 . To search for coherent expression profiles marking putative progenitor populations, we created a consensus co-expression network using samples from VZ, SZi and SZo in the 15 and 16 pcw brains, only including genes differentially expressed between these layers ( Fig. 3d ; Supplementary Table 7 and Supplementary Methods). This network will only identify intergenic relationships common to both brains and should therefore produce robust co-expression relationships that exclude specimen-specific features or changes with age. We found eight coexpression modules with selective enrichment in either the subventricular zone or the ventricular zone ( Fig. 3d, e ), highly conserved between brains (P , 10 250 ), and highly distinct. Both ventricular-zone-enriched modules (G7, G8) contained cell cycle genes and many astrocyte markers, indicating that these modules may represent different radial glia populations. Fluorescent in situ hybridization (FISH) confirmed that representative genes in both G7 (NR2E1) and G8 (SPATA13) are enriched in the ventricular zone versus subventricular zone ( Fig. 3f and Extended Data Fig. 7) . Surprisingly, rather than labelling distinct cell populations in the ventricular zone, these genes labelled mutually exclusive LRP3  MT1F  MT1G  PSMC3IP  MT1H  HNRNPA3  POLR2J2  HNRNPH3   CDC42EP3  CCNG2  CORO1C  MLLT4  HIST2H2AB  TP53INP1  DDX55  QSER1  MAPK10  C10orf140  KCTD6  KIAA1370  C18orf1  SIPA1L2  AMOTL2  LRP8  CRB1  SPAG9  RND3  HIST1H2BG  CNR1  KLF12  SLCO5A1  LYPD6  GPR39  NRN1  SLC17A6  RASGRP1  C7orf16  SORBS2  FLRT3  OXTR  GAS2  ADCYAP1  C8orf56  LY6G6D  SLCO4C1 SSTR5 SSTR2 
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subcellular locations within the same ventricular zone cells (note nonoverlapping cytoplasmic localization of SPATA13 and NR2E1), indicating that these modules probably represent differentially regulated biological processes within radial glia cells. We were particularly interested in identifying differences between the inner and outer subventricular zone (SZi and SZo), which is absent in mice. Modules G2 and G3 are enriched in the SZi (Fig. 3d , white bars in bottom two rows), and G3 is enriched for genes marking Svet11 intermediate progenitors (IPs) in E14 mouse subventricular zone 43 , including ELAVL4, LRP8, NEUROD1, NRN1, SLC17A6, SSTR2 and TP53INP1. Modules G4-G6 are enriched in the SZo (Fig. 3d, grey bars) ; however, these modules are enriched for neuron-associated categories probably expressed in post-mitotic cells during their radial migration. To identify expression specific to SZo or SZi using a more targeted approach, we searched for genes both maximally expressed in the subventricular zone and differentially expressed between SZo and SZi ( Fig. 3g ; t . 4, P , 0.01, log 2 (FC) . 0.5). Remarkably, few genes met both criteria at 15 or 16 pcw: 39 genes were enriched in SZi (including several in module G3), whereas only eight were specifically enriched in SZo.
These results are consistent with a previous study of laminar enrichment in 13-16 pcw human prenatal cortex, which also found few genes specifically enriched in SZo (55) or SZi (61) 2 .
Species differences in subplate
The subplate is a largely transient zone beneath the cortical plate that plays an important role in establishment of thalamocortical connectivity (see ref. 35 for review). Subplate generation is protracted in primates 8 , and its thickness particularly expanded in human 8 . In mouse and other species 18 this layer is molecularly distinct, and our laminar profiling also identified many subplate-enriched genes in human (Fig. 2) . For example, NPY is enriched in subplate at 21 pcw (but not 15 or 16 pcw) as shown both by microarray and in situ hybridization (Fig. 4a ). To facilitate a comparative analysis, we identified a high confidence set of 150 subplateenriched genes in human or mouse (Supplementary Table 8 ). Many genes showed similar enrichment in the developing mouse and human subplate, including the known subplate markers KCNAB1 and NR4A2 (refs 17, 18 and 44) ( Fig. 4b) . Several genes showed enrichment in developing human but not mouse subplate, including the hypocretin (orexin) Microarray data are plotted as the average 6 standard error of the mean (s.e.m.) for each layer in each brain. b, Genes with subplate enrichment in both species, based on microarray data in human (top) and in situ hybridization data at embryonic (E) day E15.5 or E18.5 mouse (bottom). c, Genes with subplate enrichment in human but either no expression (DKK1, HCRTR2 and MESP1) or no subplate enrichment (CDH1 and CRYM) in mouse. d, Genes with subplate enrichment in developing mouse, but not human subplate. Asterisks indicate common expression between human and mouse in other layers (that is, subpial granular zone and pia mater). Mouse in situ hybridization images taken from the Allen Developing Mouse Brain Atlas.
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receptor HCRTR2 ( Fig. 4c and Extended Data Fig. 8a ), which is thought to regulate sleep-wakefulness and is highly expressed in mouse hypothalamus 45 . Conversely, Trh and Nxph4 show enriched expression in mouse but not human subplate ( Fig. 4d and Extended Data Fig. 8b ). Trh is also not expressed in the rat subplate 18 , suggesting this pattern is specific to mouse. These results indicate that the evolutionary elaboration of subplate in primates is associated with altered gene expression.
Developmental gradients in neocortex
Cortical patterning is likely a result of intrinsic signalling, controlled in part by graded expression of transcription factors during early cortical development, followed by extrinsic signalling from thalamic afferents after the start of corticogenesis [46] [47] [48] [49] . We sought to identify putative patterning centres, defined as regions where many genes show peak expression tapering off with distance, for each layer of the human prenatal cortex using an unbiased approach. To do so, we first assigned three-dimensional (3D) coordinates to each cortical sample, and then identified the location of maximum expression of the most graded genes in all four brains. In several layers, including CPo and SZi (Fig. 5a, b) , most of these genes peaked in the frontal or temporal lobes. Rather than peaks in presumptive functional areas, this suggests a generally rostrocaudal organization axis that is better characterized as fronto-temporal, following the contour of the developing cortex. To identify such frontotemporal patterning genes directly, we correlated gene expression in each cortical layer against the angular position of each neocortical region, as illustrated schematically in Fig. 5c . All layers contained gradient genes conserved across all four brains (P,0, permutation analysis; FDR , 2.4%; Supplementary Methods), and each layer contained distinct sets of gradient genes, particularly when comparing germinal with post-mitotic layers ( Supplementary Table 9 ). Gradient genes in the ventricular zone probably reflect intrinsic areal specification as the ventricular zone does not receive thalamic innervation. Our results indicate that rostral and caudal genes that were identified in grossly dissected cortex 3 mainly represent gradients in post-mitotic cells, as they show significant overlap with gradient genes in marginal zone, cortical plate and intermediate zone (Extended Data Fig. 9 ).
Some features of areal patterning appear to be preserved between mouse and human. For example, FGFR3, which is known to cause defects in human temporal cortex when mutated 50 , shows significant caudal enrichment in all germinal layers in both species (Fig. 5d, e ). Conversely, CBLN2 shows rostral enrichment in human CPo (Fig. 5f ) and in mouse (Fig. 5g) , with an abrupt expression cutoff, implicating CBLN2 in early rostral patterning. Comparing these data to a microarray analysis of rostral versus caudal cortex in E14 mouse 51 identified 20 additional genes with consistent rostrocaudal gradation between species (Supplementary Table 9 and Supplementary Methods). We find more rostrally than caudally enriched genes in nearly every cortical layer (Fig. 5h) , whereas two studies of gradient expression in prenatal mouse brain identified more 49 or comparable 51 caudally enriched genes, indicating potential species differences related to areal patterning. This human frontal asymmetry is most apparent in the outer post-mitotic layers, the marginal zone and CPo (Fig. 5i ) and in SZo, which generates most superficial cortical plate neurons in primate 7, 8 , indicating that these genes may play a part in the expansion and reorganization of human prefrontal cortex 8 . Alternatively, this asymmetry could reflect temporal differences, as peak generation of excitatory neurons in visual cortex is delayed relative to frontal cortex 52 .
Patterned expression of genes near haCNSs
Conserved non-coding sequences (CNSs) are genomic regions with exceptionally high similarity across divergent organisms, and therefore thought to be important for organism viability. CNSs are typically located by genes important for developmental regulation, and many show significant enhancer activity in brain 5 . Genes near CNSs with significantly accelerated rates of substitution in the human lineage (haCNSs) 15 are particularly likely to show differential expression between regions of developing human neocortex 3, 5 , indicating transcriptional regulation by haCNSs may be important in human-specific neurodevelopment. 
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Our results confirm and extend these findings ( Table 1 and Supplementary Table 9 ). Rostrally enriched genes include significantly more haCNSs than caudally enriched genes, consistent with the expanded frontal cortex in primates and the developmental role of haCNSs. We also find more haCNSs with areal expression patterns in post-mitotic than germinal layers, even after accounting for the larger number of areal genes in post-mitotic layers. Surprisingly, nearly 25% of regional genes in the intermediate zone (11/45) were haCNSs. This result, which cannot be explained by over-representation of neural adhesion genes in the intermediate zone, suggests that the intermediate zone is of particular importance in areal cortical identity during human development 53 . Finally, we assessed the distribution of haCNSs in modules from our whole cortex network (Fig. 3a-c) . Only two of the 42 tested modules were enriched for haCNSs: the interneuron-related (C31) and subplateenriched (C16) modules, which both mark processes with features potentially distinct to the human lineage. Interestingly, FOXP2, implicated in the specialization of language areas 54 , is included in module C16, and shows enrichment in parietal and temporal lobes including presumptive language areas (Extended Data Fig. 10 ). No layers other than subplate were significantly enriched for haCNSs (data not shown). Together these results support the hypothesis that transcriptional networks underlying the evolution of human neocortex can at least partly be traced to haCNSs.
Discussion
Studies of the developing human brain are essential for elucidating the details of human brain formation, function and evolutionary differences, and for understanding developmental mechanisms underlying neurodevelopmental disorders such as autism 39, 40 and schizophrenia 19 . The atlas of the mid-gestational human brain described here, part of the BrainSpan Atlas of the Developing Human Brain, builds on digital molecular brain atlasing efforts in mouse 20, 22, 24 and adult human 23 by providing transcriptome resources on prenatal specimens typically inaccessible for research. Several recent studies have assayed a limited set of brain structures 1,3-5 and layers 2 from prenatal human brain. In contrast, the current project aimed for anatomical comprehensiveness at a fine nuclear/laminar level, albeit with a small number of specimens. This degree of specificity necessitated using available methods for small sample amplification and DNA microarrays (the same platform recently used for adult human 23 ), but newer techniques may soon allow moving to the resolution of single cells using RNA sequencing for complete transcriptome coverage 55 .
Many differences in cortical development between human, nonhuman primate and rodent have been documented, including an expanded subplate zone 8 and subpial granular zone 9 , expansion of association areas particularly in frontal lobe 8 , expansion of superficial layers that greatly increase the extent of cortico-cortical connections, and the appearance of a secondary proliferative zone, the SZo, that probably allow the massive expansion of human cortex 6, 7 . We find transcriptional features related to each of these anatomical features, although we were able to identify only minimal molecular differences between the inner and outer subventricular zones, leaving open the question of what distinguishes this primate-specific zone of cortical precursors. These data also provide a powerful map to pin an anatomical and developmental locus on genes related to neurodevelopmental disease origins and human-specific brain function and evolution. Although the current analyses only scratch the surface, these data will be extremely useful for generating and testing new hypotheses about molecular substrates for specific features of human brain development and function.
METHODS SUMMARY
Anatomically comprehensive transcriptional profiling of prenatal human brains used high-throughput tissue processing and data generation pipelines for postmortem brain anatomical delineation, sample isolation and microarray analysis. Data visualization and mining tools were developed to create a publicly accessible data resource (http://www.brainspan.org/). Post-mortem tissue acquisition and screening. Tissue was provided by the Birth Defects Research Laboratory (BDRL) at the University of Washington and Advanced Bioscience Resources (ABR; Alameda, California). Tissue with no known history of maternal drug or alcohol abuse, potential teratogenic events, or HIV1/2, HepB or HepC infection, was eligible for inclusion in the study. Due to confidentiality standards of tissue providers, it is impossible to rule out potential neuropathologies in this tissue; however, no neuropathological defects were observed in histological data derived from these tissues. Eligible tissue was screened to ensure cytoarchitectural integrity (analysis of Nissl-stained sections) and high RNA quality. RNA integrity numbers (RINs) ranged from 8.2-9. All work was performed following guidelines for the research use of human brain tissue (ABR) or the UAGA and NOTA guidelines for acquisition and distribution of human tissue for bio-medical research purposes (BDRL) and with approval by the Human Investigation Committees and Institutional Ethics Committees of each institute. Appropriate written informed consent was obtained and all available non-identifying information was recorded for each sample. Four specimens were used for microarray profiling (Supplementary Table 1 ). Sample processing. For each specimen, the frozen left hemisphere was cut into ,2.0-cm-thick slabs. Slabs were sectioned to allow histological staining, as shown in Fig. 1d . Total RNA was isolated and microarray data were generated by Covance Genomics Laboratory (Seattle, Washington) on Agilent 8 3 60K custom design arrays (AMADID no. 024915) 20 . Microarray data analysis. Data were preprocessed by removing outliers and then normalizing. Differential expression was assessed using correlation to a template vector or by measuring fold change. WGCNA was performed as previously described 36 .
Lists were characterized using gene ontology and cell type enrichments. Enrichment of haCNSs was quantified using hypergeometric tests. In situ hybridization. In situ hybridization used a semi-automated non-isotopic technology platform as previously described 24 , with some modifications such as a reduction in proteinase K concentration. Riboprobes were designed to overlap probe designs for homologous mouse genes in the Allen Developing Mouse Brain Atlas (http://developingmouse.brain-map.org/). FISH was performed as previously described 56 .
Online Content Any additional Methods, Extended Data display items and Source Data are available in the online version of the paper; references unique to these sections appear only in the online paper. O, observed; E, expected. Areal genes include all genes in Fig. 5h . No other layers (Fig. 2) or modules (Fig. 3) were significantly enriched for genes near haCNSs.
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METHODS
Post-mortem tissue acquisition and screening. Tissue was provided by the Birth Defects Research Laboratory (BDRL) at the University of Washington and Advanced Bioscience Resources (ABR; Alameda, California), who obtained appropriate written informed consent and provided available non-identifying information for each sample. Tissue with no known history of maternal drug or alcohol abuse, potential teratogenic events, or HIV1/2, HepB or HepC infection, was eligible for inclusion in the study. Due to confidentiality standards of tissue providers, it is impossible to rule out potential neuropathologies in this tissue; however, no neuropathological defects were observed in histological data derived from these tissues. Eligible tissue was screened to ensure cytoarchitectural integrity (analysis of Nissl-stained sections) and high RNA quality. RNA integrity numbers (RINs) ranged from 8.2-9.
All work was performed according to guidelines for the research use of human brain tissue (ABR) or the UAGA and NOTA guidelines for the acquisition and distribution of human tissue for bio-medical research purposes (BDRL) and with approval by the Human Investigation Committees and Institutional Ethics Committees of each institute from which samples were obtained. Specimens for microarray profiling consisted of two 21 pcw females, one 15 pcw male and one 16 pcw female (Supplementary Table 1 ). Laser microdissection and RNA isolation. Slabs from the frozen brains were serially cryosectioned at 14 mm onto PEN slides for LMD (Leica Microsystems) and a 1:10 Nissl series was generated for neuroanatomical reference. After drying for 30 min at room temperature, PEN slides were frozen at 280 uC. Slides were later rapidly fixed in ice-cold 70% ethanol, lightly stained with cresyl violet to allow cytoarchitectural visualization, dehydrated and frozen at 280 uC. LMD was performed on a Leica LMD6000 (Leica Microsystems) using the cresyl violet stain to identify target brain regions. Samples captured include cortical and subcortical regions and are listed for each brain in the ontological sample map (Supplementary Table 2 ). Microdissected tissue was collected directly into RLT buffer from the RNeasy Micro kit (Qiagen) supplemented with b-mercaptoethanol. Samples were volume adjusted with RLT Buffer to 75 ml, vortexed, centrifuged and frozen at 280 uC. RNA was isolated for each brain region following the manufacturer's instructions. RNA samples were eluted in 14 ml, and 1 ml was run on the Agilent 2100 Bioanalyzer (Agilent Technologies) using the Pico 6000 assay kit. Samples were quantitated using the Bioanalyzer concentration output. The average RNA Integrity Number (RIN) of all 1,202 passed experimental samples was 6.3. mRNA profiling. Sample amplification, labelling, and microarray processing were performed by the Covance Genomics Laboratory (Seattle). Briefly, samples were amplified using a custom two-cycle RT-IVT amplification protocol. For each sample, 5 ng of total RNA was mixed with 250 ng of pBR322 (Life Technologies) to act as a carrier. The MessageAmp II aRNA Amplification Kit was used for the first round of amplification and the Amino Allyl MessageAmp II aRNA Amplification Kit for the second round of amplification (Life Technologies). Following amplification, 5 mg of cRNA was labelled with Cy3 mono-Reactive Dye (GE Healthcare). Each labelled aRNA was resolved using a Bioanalyzer with RNA 6000 Nano kit reagents (Agilent Technologies) before hybridization. Samples were evaluated for yield and size distribution, then normalized to 600 ng input, fragmented, and hybridized to Agilent human 8 3 60K arrays. Gene expression data quality was assessed using standard Agilent quality control metrics. To control for batch effects, common RNA pool control samples were amplified and hybridized in each batch. A total of 1,225 samples passed sample quality control (QC), including 1,202 experimental samples and 23 control samples. The data discussed in this publication are accessible through the Allen Brain Atlas data portal (http://www.brain-map.org) or directly at (http://www.brainspan.org). Microarray data analysis. All microarray data was subjected to QC and ERCC spike-in assessments, and any failing samples were omitted from the analysis.
Biological outliers were identified by comparing samples from related structures using hierarchical clustering and inter-array correlation measures. Data for samples passing QC were normalized in three steps: (1) 'within-batch' normalization to the 75th percentile expression values; (2) 'cross-batch' bias reduction using ComBat 57 ; and (3) 'cross-brain' normalization as in step 1. Differential expression assessments were done using template vector correlation, where 1 5 'in group' and 0 5 'not in group', or by measuring the fold change, defined as mean expression in category divided by mean expression elsewhere. False discovery rates were estimated using permutation tests (Supplementary Methods). WGCNA was performed on all neocortical samples using the standard method 36, 58 , and on germinal layers by defining a consensus module in the 15 and 16 pcw brains 59 , only including genes differentially expressed across these layers (5,494 genes; ANOVA P , 0.01, Benjamini-Hochberg adjusted). Gene list characterizations were made using a combination of module eigengene/representative gene expression, gene ontology enrichment using DAVID 60 , and enrichment for known brain-related categories 61, 62 using the R function userListEnrichment 63 . Module C31 is depicted using VisANT 64 : the top 250 gene-gene connections based on topological overlap are shown, with histone genes removed for clarity. Rostral-caudal areal gradient genes were identified as follows: first, the centre of each neocortical region was identified at 21 pcw in Euclidean coordinates; second, the rostral/caudal region position was estimated as an angle along the lateral face of the brain centred at the temporal/frontal lobe juncture (ordering lobes roughly as frontal, parietal, occipital, temporal; Fig. 5c ); third, for each brain gene expression in each layer was (Pearson) correlated with this region position; and finally, genes with R . 0.5 in all four brains were identified. A similar strategy was used to identify unbiased areal gradient genes (Supplementary Methods). Enrichment of haCNSs was determined using hypergeometric tests. Samples in all plots are ordered in an anatomically relevant manner. Unless otherwise noted, all P values are Bonferroni corrected for multiple comparisons. In situ hybridization. Nonisotopic colorimetric in situ hybridization was performed as described previously 24 with some modifications such as a reduction in proteinase K concentration. Briefly, following cryosectioning of fresh-frozen samples at 20 mm, tissue sections were fixed, acetylated and subsequently dehydrated. Digoxigenin-based riboprobe labelling coupled with TSA amplification and alkalinephosphatase-based colorimetric detection was used to label target mRNAs in expressing cells. Riboprobes were designed to overlap probe designs for homologous genes in mouse in the Allen Developing Mouse Brain Atlas (http://developingmouse. brain-map.org/). FISH was run as previously described 56 except that high resolution images were captured on an Olympus Fluoview 1000 Confocal Microscope at 360 magnification.
Extended Data Figure 6 | Gene sets corresponding to GABAergic interneurons and proliferating layers also are highly expressed in the ganglionic eminences. To examine the relationship between genes enriched in the cortical ventricular zone, including gene modules associated with GABAergic interneurons and mitotically active proliferative cells, WGCNA was performed on the combined cortical and GE samples (referred to as the 'GE network'). a, Genes from module C31 in the whole cortex WGCNA (GABAergic interneurons) are assigned primarily to three modules in the GE network. GE31a has a similar pattern in cortex as C31, is highly expressed in GE and is enriched in genes associated with GABAergic interneurons. Other genes from C31 were assigned to modules with other cortical patterns and functional ontological associations (GE31b, GE31c). b, Genes from module C38 in the whole cortex WGCNA also divide primarily into three GE modules that are enriched in both the cortical germinal layers and the GE. These modules are enriched for genes expressed in astrocytes, potentially reflecting expression in radial glia, and are associated with cell cycle. For all plots, module eigengene (ME) expression is averaged across brain and layer (as in Fig. 3b ), also including LGE, MGE and CGE (referred to here collectively as GE). Numbers in parentheses below each plot show the number of genes from module C31 in a, or C38 in b, out of the total number of module genes in the newly generated network. One representative enrichment category for each module is shown with enrichment P value.
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